
Participants: Martin Moche, Rosaria Gandini, Changrong Ge and Tobias Karlberg 

Time and place: 10 am 4th of June 2015, PSF floor 3 

1. Assign experimentalists for June & July beamtime events 

Location Beam Date Time Start Team Experimentalists 

BESSY BL14-1 2015-06-24 24 09:00 All groups Contact Martin M. asap 

DIAMOND i24 2015-07-02 24 10:00 Membrane Joseph on-site/Lionel & Rosaria remote 

BESSY BL14-1 2015-07-10 24 09:00 All groups Contact Martin M. asap 

DIAMOND i04-1 2015-07-18 24 10:00 Soluble Changrong/Tobias (remote) 

 

2. Diamond BioStructX reports 

Location BL Date Experimentalists Status 

DIAMOND i04 2015-05-24 Lionel/Joseph/Rosaria missing 

DIAMOND i02 2015-05-10 Doreen/Changrong/Rosaria Done 

DIAMOND i02 2015-04-18 Rosaria/Madhu/Emmanuel missing 

 

3. NSC supercomputer project updates 

 DIALS and BUSTER are now installed at NSC and XDSAPP v2.0, SHARP and ALBULA etc. to be 

installed 

 Software in rapid change, for instance PHENIX and DIALS, will exist in two versions, stable and 

latest, at NSC and how to load the corresponding modules are described under “PX default 

settings” at https://kiedit.ki.se/en/mbb/get-started-at-national-supercomputer-centre-nsc 

 Pilot project has 10 000 core hours per month and when running out of quota at NSC the 

research group needing more time, typically for MD simulations, should write their own NSC 

application for additional core hours.  All NSC software is available to all projects. 

 Please make suggestions for NSC/PSF software installations! and join the supercomputer project 

here: http://ki.se/en/mbb/get-started-at-national-supercomputer-centre-nsc   

 

4. Scientific Linux 6 instead of Fedora 10 at PSF 

PSF have recently upgraded its computers from 32-bit fedora 10 into 64-bit Scientific Linux 6 (nemo and 

donald) and 32-bit Scientific Linux 6 (daffy).  Nemo and Donald computers now require 64-bit software 

settings available under “Protein crystallography software” at http://ki.se/en/mbb/protein-

crystallography-platform. The new 64-bit settings file https://kiedit.ki.se/node/44211 could be copied 

into settings.txt and sourced after login to PSF computers ($ source settings.txt) and you are then ready 

to use the following software at PSF donald and nemo computers https://kiedit.ki.se/node/44212 . 
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The old 32-bit settings files currently hold by PSF software users are no longer functional except at the 

daffy computer and the 32-bit software platform http://psf.ki.se/Xray/PSF_Xray_Software_2013.html 

will not be further updated. 

 

3. Old gold retold 

How to acknowledge BioStructX when publishing 

"The research leading to these results has received funding from the European Community’s Seventh 

Framework Programme (FP7/2007-2013) under BioStruct-X (grant agreement N°283570)."  

Do NOT use our proposal number being 7705/6377/4452/2939/783/… 

http://psf.ki.se/Xray/PSF_Xray_Software_2013.html

